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Fig. 1. A model for Geminga's soft X-ray emission (see
text). A) Surface temperature distribution induced by a
dipole+quadrupole eld. (Equal area mapping with  vertically
and  horizontally). B) Spectral t (surface thermal emission
+ hot polar caps). C) Fit of the pulse proles in three channel
bands. The rotation axis is along  = 0 and the observer is
at 90
Æ
as well as the dipole. In B & C: main surface emission
in dashed, polar caps emission in dotted and total emission in
continuous. C1 and C2 show that the polar caps make almost
negligible contribution to the low energy range and dominate
the high energy range (as is also obvious from B)
An important feature of BB emission is that the pulsed
fraction always increases with photon energy in the en-
ergy range where surface emission is detected, no matter
the surface temperature distribution (Page & Sarmiento
1996). This feature does not correspond to what is ob-
served in the case of Geminga: in Fig 1 the decrease in
pulse amplitude in channel band 28 { 53 (C2) with respect
to the band 7 { 28 (C1) is not reproduced by this model
a may require a very dierent model (Page, Shibanov &
Zavlin 1995).
3. CONCLUSIONS
Reasonable surface magnetic eld congurations (dipole
+ quadrupole) allow us to interpret the observed pulse
proles as to due surface temperature inhomogeneities
induced by anisotropy of heat transport in the neutron
star magnetized envelope. We used only BB spectra but
the energy dependence of the observed pulsed fraction in
Geminga is already an indication that BB spectra are not
adequate. Another indication is the BB t of the Vela
spectrum which requires a distance of  1; 500 pc instead
of the  500 pc pulsar distance (

Ogelman et al. 1993)
while magnetized hydrogen atmosphere spectra are quite
successful (Page, Shibanov & Zavlin 1996). A complete
study will denitely need the inclusion of magnetic eects
both in the envelope and the atmosphere but our con-
clusion about the need of a quadrupolar component will
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